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Gujarati Numeral Recognition:
Affine Invariant Moments Approach
Baheti M. J.
Abstract — Handwriting recognition is transformation of
text from spatial form of graphical marks to the similar
symbolic representation. Automated recognition of text has
been an active subject of research since the early days of
computers. Gujarati, an Indo-Aryan language is spoken by
about 50 million people in the Indian states and across the
globe. The differences between the scripts are primarily in
their written forms where different combinations come into
play. In this paper an attempt is made to recognize the offline
isolated handwritten Gujarati numerals. Affine invariant
moments is used extracting the features. The extracted feature
set is treated with Principal Component Analysis (PCA),
Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN)
and Gaussian distribution function to classify the numerals.
The comparison of all the classifiers is made it has been seen
that SVM classifier has shown better results as compared to
PCA, KNN and Gaussian distribution function classifier.
Key Words — Affine Invariant Moments, Gaussian
Distribution function, Gujarati, K-Nearest Neighbor, Principal
Component Analysis, Support Vector Machine.

I. INTRODUCTION
Handwriting recognition can be defined as the task of
transforming text represented in the spatial form of
graphical marks into its symbolic representation [1]. Since
the early days of computers, automated recognition of text
has been an active subject of research. This is useful for
making digital copies of handwritten documents, and also in
many automated processing tasks, such as automatic mail
sorting or cheque processing. In automated mail sorting,
letters are directed to the correct location by recognition of
the handwritten address. Within the background of script
recognition, it possibly will be connotation to study the
distinctiveness of a variety of writing systems and the
structural properties of the characters used in most
significant scripts of the globe. There is only some degree
of achievement in handwriting recognition, virtually for
isolated and neatly hand-printed characters and word for
limited vocabulary [2].
Approximately twenty-two official languages are used
across various regions of India[3-6]. Each language has the
variety representing its peculiarity as well as shares some of
the similarities with other languages. Gujarati language is
written by using Gujarati script which in turn is derived
from Devanagari. Fig. 1 shows the numerals belonging to
Gujarati language.
Fig. 1Gujarati numerals
Gujarati numerals show some same appearances like
other numerals in Devanagari. Numerals like 0, 2, 3, 4, 7
and 8 are same as that in Devanagari but numeral 1 has.
Researchers from Maharaja Sayajirao University, Baroda,
India had proposed Gujarati text editor, along with spell
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check feature. They had used Discrete Cosine Transform as
feature extractor and they worked in line to achieve almost
97% recognition rate [7]. Antani [8], Desai [9], Dholakia
[10, 11] reported studies for Gujarati script and have
achieved 67%, 82% and 95-97% of accuracy respectively
for printed text and handwritten text. Among these only
Desai [9] has given the approach for handwritten numerals
in Gujarati script.
In this paper we have made an attempt to recognize the
offline isolated handwritten Gujarati numerals. For feature
extraction we have used affine invariant moments. After
extracting features, the feature set is then treated with PCA,
SVM, KNN and Gaussian distribution function to classify
the numerals. After making the comparison of all the
classifiers, it has been seen that SVM classifier has shown
better results as compared to PCA, KNN and Gaussian
distribution function classifier.
This paper is organized in following sections; Section 2
describes brief literature survey done for Indian languages
recognition. Section 3 details the various steps taken for
database preparation. Section 4 describes preprocessing and
algorithm which we have used to implement the paper.
Section 5 elaborates the feature extraction done. Section 6
describes Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-Nearest
Neighbor (KNN), Gaussian distribution function and PCA
(Principal Component Analysis). Section 7 elaborates the
experimental results while section 8 details the conclusion
of work done.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A.

Indian Scripts

Veena presented a survey of different structural
techniques used for feature extraction in OCR of different
scripts [12]. Connel [13] reported an online Devanagari
script recognition attempted with 86.5% accuracy on a
database of 20 writers. Sinha & Bansal [14] achieved 93%
performance on individual characters. Printed Devanagari
character recognition has been attempted based on Knearest neighbor (KNN) and Neural Networks classifiers
[15]. Pal & Chaudhuri have attempted OCR for two scripts,
Bangla and Devanagari in [16]. Pal & Chaudhuri [17]
reported a complete OCR system for printed Devanagari. A
structural feature-based tree classifier recognizes modified
and basic characters, while compound characters were
recognized by hybrid approach combined with structural
and run based template features. The method reported about
96% accuracy.
In the reported work [18] an effective method
incorporated edge directions histograms and splines along
with PCA were used for recognition of isolated handwritten
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Devanagari numerals. A comparative study of Devanagari
handwritten character recognition using twelve different
classifiers and four sets of feature was presented by Pal
[19]. In the reported work [20] several approaches that deal
with problem of recognition of numerals/character were
compared using SVM and KNN on handwritten as well as
on printed character.
A zone-based hybrid feature extraction algorithm scheme
for recognition of off-line handwritten numerals of Kannada
and Tamil scripts. The nearest neighbor classifier obtained
97.75% and 93.9% of recognition rate for Kannada and
Tamil numerals respectively. They obtained 98.2% and
94.9% of recognition rate for Kannada and Tamil numerals
respectively using support vector machine classifier [21]. In
the proposed work [22], the author found 4 directional
images using Gabor wavelets from the dynamically
preprocessed original images. Then extracted moment
features from them. The comparison of moment features of
4 directional images with original images when tested on
Multi Layer Perceptrons with Back Propagation Neural
Network showed an average improvement of 13% from
72% to 85%. The mean performance of the system with
these two features together was 92%.
In the reported work [23], a system to recognize isolated
handwritten characters in Gurmukhi characters has been
developed. The feature extraction method, Zoning and two
classification methods, k-nearest neighbor, SVM (support
vector machines) had been used procuring results as
72.54%, 72.68%, 73.02% and 72.83% respectively.
Hybrid scheme was proposed for Gurmukhi script by
Kaur [24]. The concept of water reservoir as well as Feature
Extraction was used. Singh [25] have used some statistical
features like zonal density, projection histograms
(horizontal, vertical and both diagonal), distance profiles
(from left, right, top and bottom sides). In addition, they
have used background directional distribution (BDD)
features. The highest accuracy obtained was 95.04% as 5fold cross validation of whole database using zonal density
and background distribution features in combination with
SVM classifier used with RBF kernel among SVM, K-NN
and PNN classifiers.
Chaudhari [28] used preprocessing techniques like skew
correction, line segmentation, zone detection, word and
character segmentation and then the combination of stroke
and run-number based and water reservoir based features
were used as classifiers. They achieved 96.3% of accuracy.
The features of Oriya OCR developed at the Indian
Statistical Institute, Kolkata were similar to the Bangla
OCR developed by the same team Chaudhuri [26, 28]. On
average, the system reported an accuracy of about 96.3%.
Adaptation of Bangla OCR to Assamese was also reported
in [27]. Character-level accuracy of about 95% was
reported. Mohanty and Behera described a complete OCR
development system for Oriya script [29]. Recognition rate
of 98.40% had been reported in [30]. In the work [31],
Saumya used methods for feature extraction such as
dimension measurement like height and width of the image,
storage details like file size and vector size. They computed
centroid of the character image in horizontal and vertical
coordinates, histogram of luminance for each gray level

value. Lastly pixel counts in the image in total and in each
row and columns separately were calculated. After all the
relevant features were extracted the corresponding numeric
values were stored in the database. They used Back
propagation Neural Network for efficient recognition where
the errors were corrected through back propagation and
rectified neuron values were transmitted by feed-forward
method in the neural network of multiple layers.
In the reported work [32], the algorithm consisted of
unsupervised clustering method and a supervised
classification technique that reported acceptable
classification accuracies on both the training and test sets of
the present database. Kohonen self organizing maps
(KSOM) along with a fine-tuning method, that uses global
features was developed for a subset of Tamil alphabet
giving a recognition accuracy of 86% [33]. Bremananth &
Prakash [34] trained five sets of each Tamil numeral and
tested un-trained Tamil numerals are tested against the
trained numerals. They pre-processed the images and
extracted features in terms of rows and columns signal
variations from the binarized image. In another proposed
method [35], Gabor filters and support vector machines
(SVM) were used for English and Tamil. The average
accuracy of recognition for English was 97% and for Tamil
it was 84%.
In the work [36], Tamil font recognition was done based
on global texture analysis. They employed support vector
machines (SVM) to identify various fonts in Tamil and
feature vectors were extracted by using of Gabor filters. The
SVM classifier showed an average accuracy of 92.5%.
Rajashekararadhya & Ranjan [37] proposed a system on
zone-based feature extraction algorithm for the recognition
of numerals of Kannada, Tamil, Telugu and Malayalam
scripts. 300 features were extracted for classification and
recognition and obtained a recognition rate of 98.05%, for
Kannada numerals, 95.1% for Tamil numerals, 97.2% for
Telugu numerals and 95.7% for Malayalam numerals using
support vector machine.
Jawahar [38] proposed a Bilingual OCR for HindiTelugu documents. It was based on Principal Component
Analysis followed by support vector classification. An
overall accuracy of approximately 96.7% was reported.
Lakshmi & Patvardhan [39] presented recognition of
basic Telugu symbols. Feature vector was computed out of
a set of seven invariant moments from the second and third
order moments. Recognition was done using k-nearest
neighbor algorithm on these feature vectors. In the reported
work by Pratap Reddy [40] structural features of the
syllable and the component model were combined to extract
middle zone components. The shape of the middle zone
components was closely related to a circle whereas other
components were found with different topological features.
Recognition rate of 99 percent was observed with the
proposed method. Anuradha developed a Telugu optical
character recognition system for a single font. A 2-stage
classifier with first stage identified the group number of the
test character, and a minimum-distance classifier at the
second stage identified the character. Recognition accuracy
of 93.2% was reported [41].
A modified quadratic classifier based scheme had been
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proposed for recognition of off-line handwritten numerals
of Devnagari, Bangla, Telugu, Oriya, Kannada and Tamil
scripts. The bounding box of a numeral was segmented into
blocks and the directional features were computed in each
of the blocks. These blocks were then down sampled by a
Gaussian filter and the features obtained from the down
sampled blocks were fed to a modified quadratic classifier
for recognition. After using five-fold cross validation
technique accuracy was 99.56%, 98.99%, 99.37%, 98.40%,
98.71% and 98.51% for Devanagari, Bangla, Telugu, Oriya,
Kannada, and Tamil scripts, respectively [30].

B.

Gujarati Script

Gujarati, an Indo-Aryan language is spoken by about 50
million people in the Indian states of Gujarat, Maharashtra,
Rajasthan, Karnataka and Madhya Pradesh, and also in
Bangladesh, Fiji, Kenya, Malawi, Mauritius, Oman,
Pakistan, Reunion, Singapore, South Africa, Tanzania,
Uganda, United Kingdom, USA, Zambia and Zimbabwe.
Gujarati found its origin in the ancient Brahmi script, which
is phonetic in nature. The alphabet in various Indian
languages may vary somewhat but they all share a common
phonetic structure. The differences between the scripts are
primarily in their written forms where different
combinations come into play [1-4, 42].
Antani & Agnihotri [8] in 1999 have given the primitive
effort to Gujarati printed text. For classification the author
had used two classifiers, K-NN classifier and minimum
hamming distance classifier. The best recognition rate was
for 1-NN for 600 dimensional binary features space i.e.
67% 1-NN in regular moment space gave 48% while
minimum distance classifier had the recognition rate of
39%. In 2005, Dholakia [10] have presented an algorithm to
identify various zones used for Gujarati printed text. In the
algorithm they have proposed the use of horizontal and
vertical profiles. They have identified these zones by slope
of lines created by upper left corner of rectangle created by
the boundaries of connected components from line level and
not word level the 3 different document images, 20 lines
were extracted where 19 were detected with correct zone
boundary.
Dholakia [11] attempted to use wavelet features, GRNN
classifier and KNN classifier on the printed Gujarati text of
font sizes 11 to 15 with styles regular, bold and italic by
finding the confusing sets of the characters producing
97.59% and 96.71% as their respective recognition rates.
Kayasth & Patel [43] proposed a system for recognition of
offline computer generated and printed Gujarati characters
using continuous GCRHMM for different font sizes of
Gujarati characters. Chaudhari [44] have described a system
for recognition of offline multi-font computer generated and
machine printed Gujarati numerals using correlation based
template matching where a numeral is identified by
analyzing its shape and comparing its features that
distinguish each numeral. In the work [45-46] the author
proposed a simple yet robust structural solution for
performing character recognition in Gujarati. They used
Template matching algorithm that comprised of Template
Classification, Correlation Analysis and Computation of
Cross Correlation Coefficient with average overall

recognition rate of 71.66 %.
In the reported work of E.Hassan [47], multiple kernels
learning (MKL) was used for Gujarati character
recognition. The authors applied three different feature
representations for symbols obtained after zone wise
segmentation of Gujarati text. The MKL based
classification was proposed, where the MKL was used for
learning optimal combination of different features for
classification.
Desai [9] have used four profile vectors as an abstracted
feature of identification of digit. Five more patterns for each
digit are created in both clockwise and anticlockwise
directions with the difference of 2degrees each up to 10◦. A
feed forward back propagation neural network was used for
Gujarati numeral classification and a score of 81.5%
recognition rate was recorded.
The extension of this work was carried out by
maintaining two aspects. One was the information of
subdivision of the skeletonized image and second was the
aspect ratio of the image before converting it into skeleton.
k-NN classifier for classification of Gujarati handwritten
numerals gave accuracy of 96.99% for training set and
92.783% for unseen data [48].

III. GUJARATI DATABASE

Fig. 2 Sample sheet for database collection
At present there is no standardized database available for
Gujarati handwritten numerals and for the identification of
Gujarati handwritten numerals the algorithm required to
have database, so primarily the database has been formed.
Data was collected from people of different age groups,
belonging to different profession, illiterate but knowledge
of writing Gujarati irrespective of gender. From such
diversity of group, ten sample of each digit from 16 persons
was collected on a specially designed datasheet as shown in
Fig. 2 for data collection.

IV. PREPROCESSING AND ALGORITHM
The various preprocessing steps and the scheme used for
implementing this paper, is shown in Fig 3. The algorithm
identifies the handwritten Gujarati numerals based on
iterative approach. It identifies more than one numeral. For
implementing this paper, we have considered the
handwritten database of sample size 1600 (800 for training
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and 800 for testing). The overall recognition rate if finally
achieved by ratio of sum of the correctly recognized
numerals by total numerals for SVM, Gaussian distribution
function, KNN as well as PCA.

Fig. 3 Algorithm for recognition of Gujarati Numeral

V. FEATURE EXTRACTION
The affine invariant moments [49-51] are derived for
each of the numeral image as follows. The AMIs is
invariant under general affine transformation
u = a 0 + a 1x + a 2 y

Principal Components Analysis (PCA) is a multivariate
procedure, which rotates the data such that maximum
variability’s are projected onto the axes [53]. The main use
of PCA is to reduce the dimensionality of a data set while
retaining as much information as is possible. It computes a
compact and optimal description of the data set. Data points
are vectors in a multidimensional space. PCA is
mathematically defined as an orthogonal linear
transformation that transforms the data to a new coordinate
system such that the greatest variance by any projection of
the data comes to lie on the first coordinate (called the first
principal component), the second greatest variance on the
second coordinate, and so on [54-56]. PCA is theoretically
the optimum transform for a given data in least square
terms. The Principal Component Analysis module in
proposed system generates a set of data, which can be used
as features in building feature vector section. Fig. 4 shows a
co-ordinate system (X1, X2). Choose a basis vector such that
these vector points in the direction of max variance of the
data, say (Y1, Y2), and can be expressed as

Y1  X1 cos  - X 2 sin 
Y2  X1sin   X 2 cos 

}………………….(3).

} …………… (1)

v = b 0 + b1 x + b 2 y

where, (x, y) and (u, v) are coordinates in the image plan
before and after the transformation , respectively.
The basic affine invariant moments are given below:
2
I1 = (µ20µ02 - µ11
)/µ400
2 2
3
I 2 = (µ30
µ03 - 6µ30µ21µ12µ03 + 4µ30µ12
+ 4µ03µ321
2
- 3µ221µ12
)/µ10
00

Fig. 4 Ellipse Distribution with PCA
We have used Euclidean distance as the similarity
measure for comparing the testing and training samples

2
12

I3 = (µ20 (µ21µ03 - µ ) - µ11 (µ30µ03 - µ21µ12 )
+ µ02 (µ30µ12 - µ221 ))/µ700
I 4 = (µ320µ203 - 6µ220µ11µ12µ03 - 6µ220µ02µ21µ03 +
2
20 02 12

(2)

2
20 11 21 03

9µ µ µ + 12µ µ µ µ + 6µ20µ11µ02µ30µ03 3
18µ20µ11µ02µ21µ12 - 8µ11
µ30µ03 - 6µ20µ202µ30µ12 +
2
2
9µ20µ02
µ21 + 12µ11
µ02µ30µ12 - 6µ11µ202µ30µ21
2
+ µ302µ30
)/µ11
00

VI. CLASSIFICATION
A. K-Nearest Neighbor Classifier
The k-nearest neighbor algorithm (k-NN) is a method for
classifying objects based on closest training examples in the
feature space. The k-nearest neighbor algorithm is amongst
the simplest of all machine learning algorithms: an object is
classified by a majority vote of its neighbors, with the
object being assigned to the class most common amongst its
k nearest neighbors (k is a positive integer, typically small).
[52].

B. Principal Component Analysis

C. Gaussian distribution function
Number A membership function provides a measure of
the degree of similarity of an element to a fuzzy set.
Membership functions can take any form, but there are
some common examples that appear in real applications.
Membership functions can either be chosen by the user
arbitrarily, based on the user’s experience. This can also be
designed using machine learning methods.
For an unknown input numeral x, the features are
extracted using the affine invariant moments model. The
membership function is chosen as,

 i  exp( xi  M i ) 2 / 2 i 2 …………. (4)
where, xi is the ith feature of the unknown numeral.
If all xi’s are close to i which represent the known
statistics of a reference character, then the unknown
numeral is identified with this known numeral because all
membership function values are close to 1 and hence the
average membership function is almost 1 [57].
Let, Mi(r) and σi2(r) belong to the rth reference numeral
with r = 0,1…9, we then calculate the average membership
as,
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c

 av ( r )  1 / c  exp( xi  M i ) 2 / 2 i

2

……. (5)

i 1

where c denotes for the number of fuzzy sets. Then xЄr if

84.1%, Gaussian shows 87.2% and KNN shows 90.04%.
One can observe that SVM proves to be better classifier
than Gaussian, PCA and KNN classifiers for affine
invariant moments as feature extraction technique.

 av (r ) is the maximum for r=0,1…9.
D.

Support Vector Machine (SVM)

A support vector machine (SVM) is a concept in computer
science for a set of related supervised learning methods that
analyze data and recognize patterns, used for classification
and regression analysis. The standard SVM takes a set of
input data and predicts, for each given input, which of two
possible classes the input is a member of, which makes the
SVM a non-probabilistic binary linear classifier. Support
vector machine [58-60] is new classifier that is extensively
used in many pattern recognition applications. On pattern
classification problem, SVM demonstrate excellent
generalization performance in practical applications.
Support Vector Machines are based on the concept of
decision planes that define decision boundaries. A decision
plane is one that separates between a set of objects having
different class memberships. Such functions are referred to
as a kernel in the SVM approach. A kernel is utilized to
map the input data to a higher dimensional feature space so
that the problem becomes linearly separable. The kernel
plays a very important role. Gaussian Radial basis function
(kernel function) is given by-

 x x
i
j

K ( xi , x j )  exp  
2
2



2






…….. (6)

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Numerals 1, 2, 5, 6 and 7 have shown less recognition
rate in case of PCA as compared to others as shown in Fig
(5). Numerals 8, 4 and 0 show optimum results for the PCA.
When we see the recognition rates of SVM from Fig 5, we
find that SVM have shown good results for numerals
0,1,4,8, and 9 while other numerals show less rate of
recognition but more better than that shown by PCA. As
compared to PCA, SVM has shown improved results of
12% for numeral zero. Numeral one is being recognized
15.75% more by SVM than that by PCA[61].
Numeral two shows the difference of 9.75% in positive
side for SVM as that for PCA. There is just a difference of
approximately 4% for numerals three and four; when
compared by both the classifiers. Likewise numerals five,
six, seven and eight have shown approximate 7%
enhancement in results through SVM classifier. Among all
recognition rates numeral 0, 1 and 2 had highest recognition
rate of 97%, 95% and 90% respectively for SVM. Numeral
3 have shown equal recognition rate for SVM and KNN
[62] at 90% accuracy. For numerals 4 and 5 Gaussian has
shown the spike at 96% and 93% respectively. For numerals
6 and 7, it is seen that they score comparatively less
recognition with peaks at 86% and 89% respectively for
SVM. Also as compared to overall recognition rate, SVM
have shown recognition rate of 92.28% whereas PCA shows

Fig. 5 Comparison of classifiers for affine invariant
moments

CONCLUSION
As compared to overall recognition rate from Fig 5 SVM
have shown recognition rate of 92.28%, Gaussian
distribution function procured 87.2%. K-NN classifier has
shown 90.04% whereas PCA shows 84.1%. One can
observe from Fig. 5 that SVM proves to be better classifier
than PCA, K-NN and Gaussian distribution function
classifier for affine invariant moments as feature extraction
technique. The results were compared with [9, 45-46] and
were found to be better because we have applied our
algorithm on noisy numerals. In future we will try to
improve the recognition by doing the modification in the
current system.
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